When I started writing this message, I looked outside and saw snow falling that quickly covered Mount Sentinel. Nonetheless, in the midst of my second winter in Montana, I have been warmed by the high level of enthusiasm and energy from library faculty, staff, and generous donors. Their dedication and unwavering support have helped us move forward on many fronts this past year.

In this issue of Connections, the Mansfield Library’s newsletter, we present reports on the library’s Student-Centered Innovative Projects. As its name conveys, these projects focus on supporting UM students’ success in their educational pursuits. I want to take this opportunity to thank the members of the project review taskforce who issued an open call for projects, reviewed all proposals according to established criteria, and selected the best proposals for action. A big thank-you also goes to all team members who conducted user needs assessments, prepared their proposals, submitted and carried out their plans. They have indeed implemented many innovative ideas to enhance UM students’ learning experience.

The library’s generous donors have played an important role this year by supporting enhancement and expansion of the library’s collections, including archival materials and special collections, funding improvements...
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in facilities, enriching technologies, and supporting leadership training for library faculty and staff who have taken on new initiatives and tasks.

The fundraising for the UM Learning Commons continues. This major renovation project is supported by UM President Royce Engstrom as part of the Investing in Student Success initiative, the first phase of the UM’s major fundraising campaign. This past fall, I had opportunities to participate in numerous fundraising events where I observed enthusiasm and commitment from generous donors who have made a difference in students’ educational pursuits at UM. Their support of the Mansfield Library is greatly appreciated!

The library’s strategic planning process is underway, to be completed in the spring of 2014. It has been a very positive undertaking that not only involved library faculty and staff, but faculty, staff and students from across UM. I look forward to working with you all on many exciting initiatives in 2014, the year of Horse!

Shali Zhang

The Learning Commons will provide a dynamic learning environment with:

- Math and writing tutoring centers
- Fully equipped conference rooms to facilitate worldwide communication, collaboration and research
- Flexible spaces for collaborative study and small-group instruction
- Support from UM’s outstanding library faculty and staff
- Technology that enables instant access to information for study and research

The Mansfield Library is the hub of learning at UM and the Learning Commons will be a centerpiece of academic life for our students.

Shali Zhang

For further information please contact

Curtis Cox
Assistant Vice President
UM Foundation
curtis.cox@mso.umt.edu
406.243.2585
Student-Centered Innovative Projects

In the spring of 2013, using one-time funds from the UM Provost’s Office, the library called for innovative ideas that focused on enhancing students’ learning experiences. To meet the criteria, the proposed projects must be student-centered, innovative in nature, and with direct outcomes to enable students’ success. It has been an excellent opportunity for library faculty and staff to identify, plan, engage, and accomplish the projects that contribute to UM students’ intellectual pursuits.

A working group was appointed by the library dean with several faculty and staff members: Megan Stark, Julie Edwards, Jordan Hess, Sam Meister (Chair), Burt Vollmer, Danette Seiler, and Samantha Hines. The working group developed guidelines to evaluate proposals; issued an open call for innovative ideas; reviewed proposals based on the guidelines and criteria, and recommended acceptable project proposals.

Veterans’ Oral History Project
Coordinator: Professor Sue Samson
Collaborators: Susanne Caro, Samantha Hines, Patti McKenzie

The Veterans’ Oral History engages veterans in the educational process and recognizes their service to our country by recording their stories through interviews with fellow students. Student veterans were invited to share their stories through interviews with Journalism students enrolled in an advanced audio class. Library personnel facilitated this intersection of student veterans and student journalists, information literacy instruction, and recognition of the service of veterans to our country through archival recordings. To date, ten 30-minute veteran oral histories have been recorded. Once completed, the journalism students compiled the oral histories into three-minute clips for radio broadcast. The original oral histories will be packaged, with permissions, and sent to the Library of Congress Veterans Oral History Project and the Mansfield Library Institutional Repository.

Missoula College’s Additional Makerspace Project
Coordinator: Associate Professor Samantha Hines

In order to keep the Applied Computing and Electronics students at Missoula College current with innovative products and technologies, they need experience using the most recent technological developments. Hines proposed the purchase of elements that would combine with Missoula Public Library’s (MPL) 3-D scanner and printer to connect Missoula College’s electronics programs more efficiently with MPL’s offerings. Students will be able to use the devices available and increase their understanding of computing and electronics. The electronics will also increase the diversity of classes available at Missoula College and give students the experience they need to be successful in today’s ever-changing world of technology.

Electronic Resource Use Analysis
Coordinator: Professor Sue Samson

The Electronic Resource Use Analysis Project identifies the demographics of electronic resource by library users with a goal of improving services and resources for their use. Data was collected during fall semester 2012 and aggregated the usage of the Library’s electronic resources by students, faculty and staff. Data analysis will be used to inform the library’s instruction program and reference services, strengthen student-centered teaching and outreach, and provide a base of information to assess future changes in electronic resource use and acquisition. The data will assist in determining and documenting how library services and resources play a role in student retention and if the resources can be improved to foster student success and complement students’ levels of learning.

Missoula College Furniture and Library Services Upgrade
Coordinator: Associate Professor Samantha Hines

The Missoula College Furniture Upgrade, proposed by Samantha Hines, soon became the Furniture and Library Services Upgrade that now provides a satellite library for students at the Missoula College West Campus. Hines noticed the West Campus of Missoula College did not have appropriate resources for students and proposed to update the student study area with furniture and materials that would be more conducive to studying and learning. Also, the West Campus had not had direct library services since the late 1990s and no circulating library collection. Missoula College West Campus received 300 items to create a satellite library and a scanner was purchased for student use.
Games at the Library
Coordinator: Assistant Professor Susanne Caro
Collaborators: Kevin Crowley, Jordan Hess, Greg Kattell, Audra Loyal, Wes Samson, Shelley Ramberg

Games at the Library is a project that aims to provide games and gaming equipment and resources to the student population. The project, coordinated by Assistant Professor Susanne Caro, Government Documents Librarian, includes digital (iPad) and analog (board and role-playing) games. The proposed game collection includes games that improve skills valuable to student success, such as critical thinking, strategy development, and creativity. Other games offer students the opportunity to have fun and relax between classes, which can be especially beneficial during finals and other high-stress times.

Faces of Graduate Student Research
Coordinator: Associate Professor Kate Zoellner

The Faces of Graduate Student Research project provides an innovative new type of outreach to the 2,300 graduate students enrolled at the University of Montana. The project’s two objectives were to highlight the research, goals, and personal stories of graduate student researchers on the library blog and to educate both graduate and undergraduate students about library services. In order to accomplish these objectives, Zoellner identified graduate students to interview and also focused the marketing of some workshops and events toward graduate students.

This fall, Zoellner conducted one-on-one interviews with graduate students that included questions such as, “What do you think is the most important service the library provides to graduate students?” During the interviews, the students also described their current or favorite research project. The students’ research stories, and perspectives on research and the library, will appear on the library’s blog and Facebook page this spring. Students’ comments from the interviews are also being used to develop additional marketing materials targeted specifically to graduate students.

Electronic Library
Coordinator: Assistant Professor Angela Dresselhaus
Collaborators: Linder Schlang, Samantha Hines, Liberty Barrows, Jennifer Rusk

The Electronic Library project showcased the availability of eBooks for students and increased library employee expertise in the use of electronic books on mobile devices such as laptops and tablets. The nature of the project was altered slightly to accommodate a library initiative to create a popular reading collection. Dresselhaus and her collaborators created an electronic library and increased the availability of eBooks by enhancing the eBook counterpart to the print popular collection at the library. In addition, the University of Montana joined a statewide purchasing group, MontanaLibrary2go, in order to expand the electronic collection. Popular eBook titles are now available to the UM community from the Mansfield Library, and employees are testing the popular reading collection on various mobile devices to assist in additional promotion of the resource during the spring 2014 semester.

Diversity Committee’s Mansfield Library Open House
Coordinator: Greg Kattell
Collaborators: Julie Edwards, Annie Weiler, Sue Samson, Christa Fehrer, Megan Stark

In conjunction with the Diversity Committee, Greg Kattell organized a Mansfield Library Open House at the beginning of the autumn 2013 semester. Kattell and his collaborators partnered with the American Indian Student Services, Disability Services for Students, and Foreign Student and Scholar Services to offer a casual meet and greet event where these student services departments could interact with the student populations that they serve. The open house served to inform these students about the services available to them and the resources provided by the library.

Demystifying the Archives
Coordinator: Assistant Professor Sam Meister
Collaborators: Carlie Magill, Donna McCrea, Mark Fritch, Kellyn Younggren

Sam Meister coordinated an archives-based project to make students aware of the presence and educational value of the Archives and Special Collections at the Mansfield Library. There were multiple outreach activities that occurred in celebration of American Archives month in October 2013 as a result of the Demystifying the Archives project. Each event was well attended and educated the university community about one of the library’s most unique resources: the Zine and Small Press Collection. The outreach events included a lecture on the zine and small press experience, a free zine-making workshop, and a photo caption contest.
China delegation visited the UM campus

In early November 2013, an official delegation from China’s finance and economics universities visited the UM campus. The members of the delegation included university officers and library directors at these institutions. The goal of the visit was to learn management and campus structures at U.S. universities. The UM campus was the delegation’s first stop. The group visited with Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs Dr. Perry Brown, Dean Larry Gianchetta of the School of Business Administration, Dean Steve Kalm of College of Visual and Performing Arts, and Dean Shali Zhang of the Mansfield Library. While on campus, the delegation toured the facilities at the College of Visual and Performing Arts. Dean Kalm gave them an in-depth introduction on workshops where students gain hands-on experience in costuming, lighting, stage design, and real production. The delegates attended a presentation by Provost Brown on university policies and procedures and how academic units function within the established university structure. Lectures at the School of Business and Administration were given by Dean Gianchetta, two faculty members, and several students about the school’s masters programs and the challenges and solutions in business education. On the delegation’s last stop at the Mansfield Library, a series of presentations by library faculty and staff centered around the library’s initiatives, services, and programs in line with the university’s Strategic Plan, UM 2020, Building a University for the Global Century. The delegates and library participants had engaging discussions on challenges and opportunities facing libraries around the globe. The library tours at Paw Print and Archives & Special Collections informed the delegates about the best practices in student-centered programs at the Mansfield Library.

Civil War 150

The Mansfield Library hosted “Civil War 150,” a national traveling exhibition from Dec. 3-23, 2013. By virtue of letters, personal accounts and images, the exhibit showed how people grappled with the end of slavery, the nature of democracy and citizenship, the human toll of civil war and the role of a president in wartime. The Mansfield Library was one of 50 sites nationwide selected to host the exhibition.

“We are pleased to be selected,” said Tobin Shearer, a UM history faculty member who organized the event along with Political Science Professor Rob Saldin. “Through reproductions of documents, photographs and posters, the exhibition invites visitors to learn about events that took place during the war through the eyes of individuals.”

The UM exhibition was sponsored by UM’s African-American Studies program, UM’s College of Arts and Sciences, the Project on American Democracy and Citizenship, the Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Welcome Feast

The Mansfield Library participated in UM’s annual Welcome Feast event this year on Friday, August 30, 2013. The library used two decorated book carts to promote the library services to new and returning students. Also, new this year, one additional table was dedicated to the Paw Print to promote and market this valuable service to UM students. The library giveaway items included carabiner key rings, sewing kits, and magnets advertising library hours. Participating in the annual event helped promote subject librarians, research assistance, the reference desk, technical support, research guides, Paw Print services, Yellow Bike checkout at the library, and the first-year reading experience book, *Mountains Beyond Mountains*. Other items, such as Mountain Line bus schedules and campus maps were also distributed. To make the event a fun time this year, the library sponsored a drawing for students. Prizes included a canvas reproduction of an historic Missoula map and several books. Over 200 students entered the drawing. Thanks to all the volunteers who greeted students in the very warm and bright August sunshine on the Oval: Patti McKenzie, Sarah Weatherby, Kim Granath, Pam Marek, Jordan Hess, Kate Zoellner, Susanne Caro, Megan Stark, Karen Jaskar, and Glenn Kneebone.

UM Staff Ice Cream Social

The Mansfield Library hosted the second annual Ice Cream Social for UM classified staff, contract employees, and craft employees on July 17, 2013. The event was a huge success with over 200 people attending. It was an excellent outreach effort to promote library services and programs to classified staff and contract professionals. Sue Samson was the main organizer and architect of the event. More than 50 people participated in library tours led by Patti McKenzie. Everybody enjoyed cool and air-conditioned library space, and delicious ice cream. One participant wrote to Sue, “Thank you for the great ice cream social and the tour. It was great to learn so many new things about the library. I will be using it much more now that I know.” Kim Granath, Kate Zoellner, Tammy Ravas, Suzanne Caro, Sarah Weatherby, and Linder Schlang also assisted with organizing this event.
University of Montana students and faculty conducting research on Chaucer’s “The Canterbury Tales” have an exceptional new resource available through the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library. The library recently acquired a detailed facsimile of the Ellesmere Manuscript, a beautiful, illuminated edition produced in the early 15th century. The purchase of the limited-edition, deluxe facsimile was supported by donations to the library’s Archives & Special Collections Department in memory of Mabelle Hardy, the library’s Lucia B. Mirrielees Fund and the Friends of the Davidson Honors College Opportunity Fund.

The facsimile allows students and researchers to engage with the most important manuscript of “The Canterbury Tales” in a form that reflects the original as closely as possible. Combining the best of the old and the new, the facsimile features high-resolution photographic reproduction supplemented by authentic 24-karat-gold letter gilding to emulate the look and feel of the medieval manuscript.

The development of the library’s Chaucer collection has been supported by the Lucia B. Mirrielees Fund, which honors Professor Mirrielees, who taught Chaucer in the English Department from 1924 to 1949. It includes the oldest complete book in the library, an edition of “The Canterbury Tales” printed by John Stowe in 1561 and donated by Richard Merritt, as well as a reproduction of the Hengwrt Chaucer manuscript of “The Canterbury Tales,” which was produced slightly before the Ellesmere and used the same scribe.

The Chaucer collection is housed in the library’s Archives & Special Collections Department.

ScholarWorks

This fall, the Mansfield Library was excited to introduce ScholarWorks to the University of Montana community. This effort, spearheaded by Digital Initiatives Librarian Wendy Walker, provides an open access collection of services designed to gather, showcase and provide free online Internet access to UM’s intellectual and creative scholarship. Open access means that the scholarship of UM’s faculty, students, and staff can be made available at no cost to a global audience.

Members of the UM academic community are encouraged to contribute to ScholarWorks for long-term preservation, and worldwide online accessibility, of their work.

Volunteer Program at the Mansfield Library

The Mansfield Library is pleased to welcome volunteers provided through the University of Montana Rural Institute and the vocational prep program at Sentinel High School. Since early November, the student volunteers have been working on an ejournal link-checking project for the Electronic Resources Unit of the BMS Division where they navigate a plethora of websites and record their findings in Excel. The volunteer project is allowing them to gain job experience in an office setting and is helping the library in the process. Thanks to DaVonte and Elizabeth!
NEW Faculty

Karen Jaskar joined the faculty of the Mansfield Library as the social science librarian in August 2013. A native of the Puget Sound area, Karen spent the past six years as the Information Literacy Librarian for Saint Martin’s University in Lacey, WA where she lead the instruction and reference services programs. As a small Benedictine college centered around a working monastery, Jaskar championed efforts at Saint Martin’s to build a personal relationship between the library and each student. She welcomes the challenge of reshaping this ethos for the larger student community at the University of Montana. Prior to this, Jaskar held positions with libraries at the University of Washington Tacoma, Seattle Central Community College and the King County Library System.

Jaskar received her B.A. in psychology from Smith College in Northampton, MA and her M.L.I.S. from the iSchool at the University of Washington. Her professional interests include exploring and experimenting with the unique pedagogy of library instruction, outreach to historically underrepresented campus communities, and the intersection of technology and contemplation in the modern academic library.

Faculty and Staff NEWS

Professor Barry Brown was selected for the Leadership Institute for Academic Librarians at Harvard University. The Institute focused on three areas - planning, organizational strategy and change, and transformational learning - with an overarching goal of increasing the attendee’s leadership and management capacity. The 2013 Leadership Institute was held from July 28 - August 2 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. While at the Institute, Brown also toured the Widener Library – Harvard University’s flagship library, and the Houghton Library – the primary repository for rare books and manuscripts at Harvard University.

Kathy Hendricks, head of administrative services at the Mansfield Library, retired on December 31, 2013 after serving nine years at the library. Hendricks worked for the Montana University System for the past 20 years. We will miss her and wish her the best for her retirement.

Angela Dresselhaus, assistant professor and acquisitions and eResources librarian, received the Cross-Pollinator Travel Award for the 2013 Digital Federation Forum (DLF) held in Austin, Texas in November 2013.

Megan Stark, assistant professor and undergraduate services librarian, was invited to serve as Faculty Advisor to ASUM for the 2013-2014 academic year.

Wendy Walker, assistant professor and digital initiatives librarian, was invited to serve on “Digital Humanities Roundup” Working Group at Humanities Montana, starting in fall 2013.

Julie Biando Edwards and Tammy Ravas were awarded tenure status at UM.

Teresa Keenan was promoted to associate professor at UM.

Faculty PUBLICATIONS


Professor Sue Samson has a chapter, “Poetry Corner: Collaboration Among Us,” appearing in Carol Smallwood’s Bringing the Arts into the Library.

Professor Samson and Adjunct Librarian Kimberly Swanson have an article, “Support Your Staff Employees: They Support the Academy,” in press for publication in Reference Services Review, Volume 42, Number 1.

Assistant Professor Megan Stark and Kate Ryan have a chapter, “Legitimizing the Local: Integrating Sustainability Into Information Literacy Instruction And First-Year Composition,” in press for publication in Focus on Educating for Sustainability: Toolkit for Academic Libraries.

KUDOS

“The staff that I interacted with, from the information desk to special collections, did an outstanding job of assisting me with my project. The time I spent at the library was even more productive than I had expected. This was due in no small part to the efforts of the staff there.”

- Kevin McCready, Historian / Research, NWMHS / GNRHS
2013 Homecoming at the Mansfield Library

Workshops and Lectures

• Expanding the National Profile of Your Research
• Data Management Plans
• Graduate Students’ Guide to the Library
• Institutional Review Board
• Literature Review: Effective Searching and Writing Strategies
• Manage Your Research with RefWorks
• Going Electronic: Creating Accessible Course Materials for Instruction

Death, Dying and the Afterlife

In October, the Mansfield Library, in conjunction with the Missoula Public Library, hosted a series of lectures focusing on the “inevitable” and answering questions such as - What happens when you die? How do different cultures view death? What do the remains of animals and humans have to teach us about life, respect and culture? The lectures explored the science, cultural, legal, and artistic expression of life’s end. A special exhibit of pieces from the Montana Museum of Art & Culture and the University of Montana Paleontology Center fossil collection were displayed on the main floor of the library.

comments from the UM community

“You guys rock! Thanks for your speedy retrieval of this requested article, it is much appreciated.”
- David M. Shepherd, Ph.D., Department of Biomedical & Pharmaceutical Sciences College

“Glenn [Kneebone], every time I walk through the entryway to get to the stairs on the main level, I think of you. I’m sorry I have not yet taken the time to thank you for the beautiful signage you initiated to better represent the Mansfield Center. We are very grateful to you for thinking of us and always doing top quality work. You are one of the people on campus who I know I can always rely on for working on our projects quickly with top results. We really appreciate you!”
- Deena Mansour, Associate Director, Mansfield Center
Maureen & Mike Mansfield Library Donors*

Frederick ’50 and Mary Abbott
Dr. Peter Achuff ’66
Eric and Audra ’57 Adelberger
Graham and Chris Albert
David Andersen
Robin ’66 and Jan ’67 Anderson
Daniel Rogers and Marlene Anderson ’76
Victor ’67 and Jean Andersen
Joallyn Archambault
Archivesync Productions Inc
Michael Armentrout ’78
Dr. Stephen ’66 and Bonnie ’91 Arno
Paul and Anna Marie Arntz
As You Like It Club
Falah Atrakchi ’90
James Bailey ’70
Rachel Ballard-Barbash and Andrew Barbash
Iris Basta ’92
David Bauer ’81
William J. Beecher ’63
Anthony Beltramo
John Beltrone ’10
Mark Bennion ’00
Robert Bigart ’70
Jerry and Joan Bitter
June Blackhurst
Dr. Fredrick ’76 and Diane Bodholt
Garla Boland
Boone & Crockett Club
Robert and Joanne Botterbusch
Stanley ’75 and Glenda ’72 Bradshaw
Bonnie Brady
Michael and Daphne Braun
Jean Breitenbach ’95
William ’79 and Joanne Brenner
Diane Browder
Adrienne Brown
Corbett and Jeri ’68 Browne
Dr. Bruce Buck ’59
Muriel Buckley ’46
Jamie G. Bulen ’78
Matthew ’83 and Mary Burbank
Kerry Burns ’65
Bryn ’99 and Melisse ’99 Burns
Susan Butterworth
William and Patricia ’77 Callahan
Ronald Cameron ’65
Steven and Suellen Carlson
Richard ’85 and Heather Carosone
Hurrell Carter ’75
Roberta Carter ’72
Gary Carver ’63
James ’98 and Charlene Castro
Wendell and Debra ’90 Chibroski
Young-ee Cho ’07
Patricia Connell
Robert Cook ’56
Margo Cowper
Scarlet Cramer
Paul Cranmer ’62
Raphael Cristy ’92
Crowe Chizek and Company LLC
Raymond ’71 and Jeanne Cunningham
Donna D’Antuono
Patricia Dalby
Stewart Dall ’73
Lt. Col. (Ret.) Stanley ’71 and Fay ’71 Danielsen
Ian ’53 and Nancy ’59 Davidson
Matthew Davis ’99
Janet Debartolo ’68
Glenn Dennard
Kalil Deschamps ’68
Tom Devery ’75
Leona Deveny ’49
Michael ’77 and Anne ’79 Doherty
Gerald Doty Estate
Linden ’66 and Margaret ’57 Duffin
Lieutenant Anne Duffy ’94
Elizabeth Dusenberry
Jack Eggensperger ’76
James ’64 and Cornelia ’85 Erickson
Lynne Evans
Charles Farrand ’56
Richard ’69 and Linda Fellows
David Fenner ’98 and Nikki Walter ’91
Barbara Finn ’45
Daniel Finney ’01
Five Valleys Memorial Society
Americo Forestieri
Richard ’63 and Hannelore Friend
William and Mary ’67 Gempeler
Leonard and Rhama Gilbert
Sean Kissane and Dr. Gillian Glaes ’97
Dagni Gleason ’92
George ’51 and Marilyn ’53 Gogas
Bart ’93 and Wendy ’92 Granvold
Dr. Kathryn Green ’59
John Greer ’97
C. David and Marlene Gustafson
Jeffrey Gutierrez ’09
David Hahn
Bruce Hall ’93
Edwin ’68 and Joanne Hall
Ann Handelman
Rhys ’65 and Kathleen Hanson
Donna Harris ’69
Leona Hassen ’46
Karen Hatcher
Richard ’63 and Carolyn Held
Brad Henspeter
Gerry ’74 and Ella Higgins
Donna Hinshaw
King Hom and Donna Barhorst
Walter Huber ’83 and Carol Hausauer ’84
Nancy Jarvis
Michael Johnson
Richard Johnson ’65
Scott Johnson
Suzanne Jones
Sean Keighley ’04
Ron King
Alyssa Kornowa ’01
Michael Kuennen ’91
Paul Kuhn ’83
Lambros Real Estate
Luke ’98 and Tara ’96 Laslovich
Alexander Lazorik
David Lazorik ’95
Dr. Charles and Joan Leach
Robert Leheup ’85
Ann Lesch ’04
Stephen and Annette Lewellyn
Holly Loff ’98
Daniel Love
John Luth and Constance Harder
Donald ’66 and Jane ’67 MacCarter
Anne Marris
B. Riley ’77 and Patricia ’92 McClelland
Janice McDonough ’71
Stephen ’80 and Sue McGrath
John and Carolynn McLemore
Dr. Bradford and Elizabeth ’88 McMullin
Dr. Stephen ’72 and Alexandra Medvec
Christine Melody
Douglas Melton ’81
Richard Merritt ’48
Dr. Monte ’78 and Elizabeth ’78 Miles
Allen and Betty Jean Miller
Edwin and Janice ’89 Miller
Nancy Miller ’55
Sheldon and Elizabeth Miller
Douglas Mills Estate
Adrianus and Maria Min
Barry Momchilovich
Montana Tri Delta Alumnae
John P. ’63 and Linda Montegna
Jonathan ’79 and Marcia Montgomery
Beverly Murphy ’64
Joseph Musselman
Robert and Sherry Nastan
Kent Niles
Dr. Thomas ’58 and Corinne Nyquist
Timothy and Grace O’Brien
Sally O’Leary ’04
Carol O’Loughlin ’78
Jeri O’Neil ’74
Ralph and Sharon Obendorf
Jeanie Palmer
Mark Payne ’78 and Nan Brandenberger
Payne ’77
Jeffrey ’93 and Trisha ’93 Peters
James and Linda Peters
Dr. Douglas ’75 and Arlene Phillip
Vivian Pledge ’54
Robert Raffety ’66
Rafter D Ranch
Ann Ranzenberger ’74
Marilyn Reing ’78
David and Cathy ’76 Reitmeyer
Lt. Col. (Ret.) Leo Rhein ’50
Richard Rice ’74 and Joanne Charbonneau ’74
William and Carole Robinson
Gil Rodriguez ’68
Christopher ’68 and Karen ’75 Roholt
Dallas Roots ’53
Howard Rossman
Alan and Mary Ruby
Daniel Salinas
Edward ’06 and Theresa ’05 Salmon
Leo ’61 and Mary Schapiro
Jacki Schonbacher ’79
David and Daly Schreck
Lon ’71 and Laura ’71 Schroeder
Amberlee Schwank ’99
Kenneth and Bonnie Scott
Tom ’71 and Margo Scribner
Karen Scullen ’61
Eelaye Semko ’77
James Shannon ’76
Bronson and Mary Shonk
Linda Simon
Hannah Singleton ’04
Linda Slakey
M.M. Smith ’94
Mel and Pamela ’75 Soares
Sterling Soderlind ’50
Dr. Sally Southwick ’93
Boone Sparrow ’61
Marlene Stearns ’59
Helen Stephanson
Jack and Janice Swicegood
T & B Construction, Inc.
John and Michele Tenerowicz
Russell and Martha ’79 Thayer
Rita Theisen ’73
James Thomas ’76
Ric Thomas
Robert Throssell ’80
Rick Torgerson ’84
Marylou Tousignant
Randi ’77 and Mary Travis
Evelyn Treiman ’82
Kurt Trowbridge
US Bank Foundation
Carolyn Underwood ’69
University Faculty Association
Howard and Phyllis Veith
Mark Velden ’92
Jo Beth Vines ’99
Don and Cheryl Wagner
Christine Wagner ’75
Jack and Cora Walker
John Way ’60
Claire Weinstein ’99
Marianne Whelan ’62
M. Christine Wilcox
Samir Soueidan ’84 and Mary Wilcox ’66
Warren ’65 and Betsy Ross ’66 Wilcox
Heather Williams ’05
Michele Williams ’89
Debra Wilmer ’96
Geoffrey ’63 and Nancy ’62 Wilson
Donald ’65 and Ellen Wulf
Howard Young
Dean Shali Zhang
Dr. Daolan Zheng ’93

* Donations received
July 1, 2011-June 30, 2013

Thank you!